Abstract. Modeling of Business processes is essential in many areas. Workflows represent the Business processes. It is possible to identify potential problems while performing verification of workflows. One of the objectives of the verification is to assure reachability. This includes analysis of the deadlock and tempo blocking freeness properties. The paper presents verification approach based on using an adjacency matrix. Spreadsheets are used as a verification tool. The approach is illustrated by the examples which justify the importance of verification in workflow processes.
Introduction
Business processes modeling is essential in many areas. The business processes include dozens of tasks, representing the work of company (Bisztray, Heckel 2007) . A workflow is a model to represent the business process. Workflows, also known as process models, express compositions of individual tasks that assembled together account for various aspects of an overall business process (Kim et al. 2010) .
Because these workflows can be very complex in an enterprise business processes, it is important to model the processes flows (Basu, Kumar 2002; Dzemydienė, Dzindzalieta 2010) . Business processes modeling has triggered great interest in methods to define, analyze, and manage the flows. Workflow management system is often used to model and to analyze these flows. The workflow management system is a computer system that provides automated support for defining and controlling various tasks associated with business processes. The system facilitates the everyday operation of business processes. The workflow management systems are becoming increasingly important because they are enablers of successful e-business solutions (Basu, Kumar 2002) .
However, most of commercial workflow management systems do not yet provide workflow designers with formal workflow verification tools (Barkaoui et al. 2007 ; Karamanolis et al. 2000) or at the best these systems do some basic syntactic checks, but allow for the modeling of processes with deadlocks and other anomalies (Wynn et al. 2009 ). Workflow verification remains an open and challenging research area. There is clearly a need for analysis of the tools that take care of verification (Karamanolis et al. 2000) .
The main goal of our paper is to extend the existing approaches. The object of the paper is verification of workflows. The described verification approach is based on using graphs and adjacency matrix. Spreadsheets are used as a verification tool. The presented approach provides a simple verification technique, which does not require sophisticated instruments, enabling the end users, who do not have workflows formalization backgrounds (such as business managers, analysts), to create valid business process models or workflows.
New approach combines benefit of graph notation for presentation of business workflows and algebraic techniques for their verification. The proposed approach is very simple, easily understandable from their visual presentation. No fancy tools beyond regular spreadsheets are required.
The approach is illustrated by examples which justify the importance of verification in workflows processes.
These statements are more fully explained and put into context in the remaining part of this paper.
Related Works
Verification of workflows is not a new idea. Traditionally, workflow modeling has focused on structural aspects of processes, mainly indicating the order of execution of the component activities in the process (Sadiq et al. 2004) . The structural modeling includes methods analyzing the structure of processes and workflows during the design (or redesign) phase. Often these types of structural analyses such as validation, verification and performance analysis are mentioned (Aalst et al. 2002) . Validation is known as testing of semantic completeness to ensure that the workflow behaves predictably in all scenarios. Verification establishes the syntactic correctness of a workflow and eliminates redundancies and deadlocks (Basu, Kumar 2002) . That is why, the research of our paper focuses only on those errors (called reachability errors) like deadlocks and endless loop leading to unreachability.
While validation can be done by interactive simulation, more advanced analysis techniques are needed for verification. Fortunately, many powerful verification and validation techniques have been developed.
Many researchers have been working on workflow verification techniques (Aalst et al. 2002; Sadiq et al. 2004; Karamanolis et al. 2000; Basu, Kumar 2002; Barkaoui et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2010; Wynn et al. 2009; Dreiling et al. 2008; Pranevičius, Misevičienė 2008; Vasilecas et al. 2011; Tick 2006) . It is impossible to give a complete overview here. Moreover, most of the papers on business workflow verification focus on such representation like the Petri nets, Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), UML Activity Diagrams (UML-AD), Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs), and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), Piece-Linear Aggregate (PLA) and Algebraic Notation.
Petri-Net is one of the most popular graphical representation possibilities of workflows. Van der Aalst (Aalst 2000; Aalst et al. 2002; Aalst 2007 ) with his more than three hundred publications worked out the whole theory and methodology of the Petri-Net based workflow management. A lot of problems are already solved with Petri-Net modeling. Other widespread modeling languages, e.g. Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Process-Graph (or P-Graph) are presented as a possible alternative solution to the already existing modeling techniques (Tick 2007; Hruby 1998; Eshuis, Wieringa 2002) . However, the mentioned approaches, as a disadvantage, have the necessity of simulating the execution (Clemente et al. 2005) .
In the papers (Vasilecas et al. 2011; Smaizys, Vasilecas 2009 ) business rules are used for presentation and verification of workflows. Linear algebraic techniques are also used to verify many properties of business workflows (Aalst et al. 2002) . Researches in the papers (Miseviciene, Pranevicius 2008; Pranevičius, Budnikas 2008 ) successfully used PLA-based formalization of business rules for formal specification and verification of business processes. In (Lavbič et al. 2010; Gil et al. 2011 ) semantic framework and multi-agent system models are used to support business flows management. However, the techniques using interface requires considerable effort to learn, and sometimes requires programming or scripting experience from its users.
Models based on Algebraic notation are presented in the papers (Jakstonyte, Boguslauskas 2010; Misevičienė, Nikonov 2011) . However, the researchers use the models for the verification of knowledge based systems or modeling in econometrics.
Researchers in the papers (Sroka et al. 2011; Rygg et al. 2008; Hihn et al. 2009 ) present the spreadsheet as the tool of workflows visualization and data analysis. They define workflows using the spreadsheet interface and analyze the results using the spreadsheet toolset. However, the researchers do not use the toolset for verification.
Our paper presents a simple verification technique. This paper highlights the following techniques:
-Graphs notation to represent the workflows; -Algebraic models to verify properties such as accessibility; -The spreadsheet as a verification tool. The work presented in this paper differs from other works and introduces approach as a possible alternative solution additionally to the already existing modeling techniques. New approach combines the benefit of graph notation for presentation of business workflows and algebraic techniques for their verification. The proposed method is very simple, easily understandable from visual presentation. We do not need any fancy tools beyond the regular spreadsheet.
Key definitions of workflow and the elements representation
This section introduces the basic workflows terminology and notations.
Workflow graphs
A workflows graph ( , ) G X W = is a simple directed graph where:
is a finite set of nodes or vertices (further in the text "vertex"). The vertices present a finite set of tasks; -A set W X X ⊆ × is a finite set of flows representing directed edges between two vertices. The edges show the flow of the workflows; -A set s X X ⊆ is a finite set of start tasks, g X X ⊆ is a finite set of goal tasks. The graph presents the following parameters (Sadiq et al. 2004; Aalst et al. 2002) : -Environment of the vertex x X ∈ is a set of vertices adjacent to it and denoted by 
The indegree is denoted ( ) Figure 1a illustrates an example of workflow graph. The example graph is defined by the sets presented below:
-The set of the vertices of the given graph is: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 { , , , , , , , , , , , , } X x x x x x x x x x x x x x = .
-The set of the edges of the graph is: A a = , is an n by n matrix A , where -n is the number of vertices in the graph.
. The 'ones' in the i th − row (and 'ones' in the column) meet the outgoing/ingoing edges from/to the vertex, correspondingly.
-Degree of the vertex is defined as:
For example, for the workflow graph above (Fig. 1a) , Adjacency matrix (1) A (Fig. 1b ) is made.
Verification algorithm
The presented verification algorithm solves a reachability problem. Figure 2 explains the problem. In the reachability verification all the paths must be analyzed from the start vertex (s) to the goal vertex (g). Every path j p from the source vertex s to the goal vertex g can be decomposed into
x is an internal vertex and it cannot reach a goal vertex g from the start vertex s . This leads to a deadlock.
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Fig. 2. The reachability illustration
The reachability problem can be solved using graph-paths finding algorithms (Cormen et. al. 2001) . Single-source-shortest-path finding algorithms (for example, Dijkstra's and Bellman-Ford's algorithms) use weighted graphs and find the only one shortest path from the source vertex to each reachable vertex. To find all paths the algorithms can be modified running a single-source-shortest path algorithms X times (there X is a set of the graph vertices), once for each vertex as the source (for example, Floyd-Warshall's algorithm). The modified algorithms use recursive solution to find all paths. The algorithms compute allpairs-shortest-paths in bottom-up style. All the mentioned algorithms solve the problem on the weighted graphs. Another algorithm (for example, breadth-first search) is used for the graphs without weights. It also computes the only one shortest distance (smallest number of edges) from s (source vertex) to each reachable vertex.
In this paper presented modified algorithm uses a breadth-first search for the graphs without weights. The algorithm uses recursive solution of breadth-first search to each vertex and computes the shortest-distance in bottom-up style. Unlike the above-mentioned algorithms, the modified algorithm not only finds the shortest distance from the source vertex to each reachable vertex but also compounds hierarchical structure where all vertices are presented in different levels. Only spreadsheet is used as an analysis tool. Analysis of literature also showed that the articles did not apply the graph search algorithms for the verification of business process flows.
The verification algorithm is based on the analysis of the reachable vertices from goal vertex. Verification begins from goal vertex g x X ∈ in a graph. Reachable vertices from goal vertex are assigned to verification set. Initially the verification set is Verification starts from goal vertex 12 x (Fig. 3a) . Assign
Row 12 x is deleted. Column 12
x is marked. There are "ones" (1) in the rows 4 11 , x x of the column 12
x . So, vertices 4 11 , x x can reach goal vertex at the shortest path (the shortest distance from the source vertex) of length 1 . Assign (1) 4 11 { , } V x x = . These rows 4 11 , x x must be removed from the matrix. The column from the matrix of set (0) 12 { } V x = is also deleted.
A new matrix (1)
A is formed after eliminating the vertices (Fig. 3b ). There are "ones" (1) in the rows 3 6 , x x of columns 4 11 , x x . So, these vertices can reach goal vertex at shortest path of length 2 . Assign (2) 3 6 { , } V x x = . These rows must be removed from the matrix. The columns from the matrix of set (1) 4 11 { , } V x x = are eliminated as well. (2) A is formed (Fig. 4a) after eliminating the vertices. There are "ones" (1) in the rows 1 2 5 , , x x x of the columns 3 6 , x x . So these vertices can reach goal vertex at the shortest path of length 3. (3) 1 2 5 { , , } V x x x = . These rows are removed from the matrix. The columns from the matrix of the set (2) 3 6 { , } V x x = are also eliminated. After eliminating the vertices a new matrix (3) A is formed (Fig. 4b ). There are "ones" (1) in the row 0
x . So, these vertices can reach goal vertex at shortest path of length 4.
. This row 0 x is removed from the matrix. The columns from the matrix of set
are eliminated as well. After eliminating the vertices a new matrix (4) A is formed (Fig. 4c ). There are no "ones" (1) in the column 0
x . The verification shows that vertices 7 8 9 10 , , , x x x x cannot reach the goal vertex. After verification the graph is constructed (Fig. 5) .
Fig. 5. Reconstructed graph after verification
Explanation of the graph verification: -Only vertex 0 x X ∈ of the graph represents source data. -The only vertex 12 x X ∈ represents the goal data. -Internal vertex 7 x X ∈ presents deadlock, which doesn't belong to the goal vertices. -A set of vertices 8 9 10 ; ; x x x present the endless loop, which contains a circular sequence of vertices leading to unreachable.
Workflows verification of tax inspection calculations
To illustrate the given approach an example of tax inspection workflows in Lithuania is employed in the paper (Misevičienė, Nikonov 2011) . Tax inspection means an inspection conducted by the tax administrator in respect of the taxpayer to control the taxpayer's compliance with the requirements prescribed by tax laws in the fields of calculation, declaration and payment of taxes and, in the cases prescribed by law, in other fields as well. The creation and the evaluation of efficient tax inspection workflows is one of the most problems for today.
The purpose of this investigation is to finding out, if the used data and performed calculations meet the logical sequence. Figure 6 presents a form for tax inspection workflows that are conducted by the tax administrator to control the taxpayer. Table 1 clarifies the meaning of the fields of calculations in the tax inspection form. After verification the arranged graph is constructed (Fig. 10) . ∈ of the graph represent source data. -The only vertex 12 x X ∈ represents the goal data. -There are no loops in the graph. Its final vertex 12 x X ∈ is accessible from every initial vertex 1 2 5 8 , , , x x x x X ∈ . -It is possible to make a conclusion, that calculations meet the logical sequence.
The inspection of the Personal income tax

Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents approach as a possible alternative solution next to the already existing workflows verification approach. This approach includes analysis of the deadlock and tempo blocking freeness properties. The proposed verification approach is based on using graphs and adjacency matrix. The spreadsheets are used as a verification tool. The approach is very simple, easily understandable from visual presentation.
The presented approach provides a simple verification technique, which does not require sophisticated instruments, enabling the end users, who do not have workflows formalization backgrounds (such as business managers, analysts), to create valid business process models or workflows.
The approach is illustrated by examples which justify the importance of verification in workflows processes. One of the examples is the Lithuanian tax inspection model. The created model of tax inspection system in Lithuania shows the possibilities of given approach application during the verification of tax inspection system. The results received with the help of the proposed approach showed that the calculations meet the logical sequence.
The future of the research is extending the approach. We intend to automate the process for fixing detected errors.
